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Abstract
The major objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that juvenile Atlantic salmon
kin occupy adjacent territories in their natural habitat in order to profit from the benefits
associated with kin-biased behaviours, as has been observed under controlled laboratory
conditions. Microsatellites were used to establish the relatedness of salmon fry (in their
first summer of life) and parr (in their second and third summer of life) captured in
adjacent territories. We did not observe a relationship between the proximity and the
relatedness of either parr of the same cohort or fry in their natural habitat. Although many
pairs of fry were identified as being related when sampled immediately after emergence,
most family groups did not occupy adjacent territories. The high dispersal potential in
rivers, the low occupation rate of the habitat and the incidence of half-sibs in nature most
probably reduce the opportunity and advantage of kin-biased behaviour, in contrast to
laboratory studies conducted in artificial, high-density conditions.
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Introduction
Numerous fishes such as threespine stickleback
(Gasterostus aculeatus) (Van Havre & FitzGerald 1988;
FitzGerald & Morrissette 1992), poecilliids (Lockle et al.
1982), cichlids (McKaye & Barlow 1976; Barnett 1977, 1981),
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and other salmonids
(Oncorhynchus spp.) (Quinn & Busack 1985; Quinn & Hara
1986; Olsen 1989; Brown & Brown 1992) have been shown
to exhibit cooperative social behaviour towards kin. In
coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) and Arctic charr
(Salvelinus alpinus), the ability to discriminate kin is primarily associated with schooling behaviour that reduces the
risk of predation and increases foraging efficiency (Quinn
& Busack 1985; Olsen 1989). Kin-biased social behaviour of
juvenile Atlantic salmon has been clearly demonstrated in
the laboratory (Brown & Brown 1992, 1993b; Brown &
Brown 1996a). Cooperative behaviour in groups of related
juvenile Atlantic salmon was manifest as fewer aggressive
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interactions, the use of a greater proportion of ÔthreatÕ
behaviour as opposed to fighting, smaller territory size,
and improved growth (particularly in subordinates) as
compared to non-kin groups (Brown & Brown 1993b;
1996a). The functional advantages of defending territories
adjacent to kin include reduction of predation as less movement is required to defend the territory, reduced physical
injury due to decreased agonistic encounters and the
greater growth, and hence survival, resulting from such
cooperative behaviours (Brown & Brown 1993b; 1996a).
Cooperative behaviours among kin are selected when they
enhance inclusive fitness (Hamilton 1964; Waldman 1988).
Phenotype matching is generally considered to be the
mechanism employed by salmonids to recognize kin
(Quinn & Busack 1985; Quinn & Hara 1986; Winberg &
Olsen 1992; Brown et al. 1993c). Phenotype matching
involves comparing the phenotype of the cue-bearer with
a learned template such that no familiarity between cuebearer and the discriminating individual is required (Lacy
& Sherman 1983; Fletcher 1987). Phenotype matching is
consistent with the life history of Atlantic salmon where
fry (juvenile salmon in their first summer of life) hatch
asynchronously and disperse following emergence from
the redd (the spawning site) (Brown & Brown 1996b).
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Active compounds produced in the liver and expelled via
the intestinal tracts could mediate this recognition (Quinn
& Hara 1986; Stabell 1987). As juvenile salmon occupy an
array of fixed territories on the stream bed during summer months (Kalleberg 1958; Keenleyside & Yamamoto
1962), it is possible that they mark the substrate with
odours that may be recognized by kin.
The selective pressure on genes which control altruism
depends on the costs and benefits associated with cooperative behaviour adjusted by the degree of relatedness
among individuals; b*r Ð c > 0, where c is the cost incurred
by the altruist, b is the benefit in fitness gained by the
recipient of the altruistic act and r the coefficient of relatedness between the recipient and the altruist (Hamilton
1964). Thus, as relatedness increases, so does the benefit of
cooperative behaviour. The benefit from these behaviours
among full siblings (r = 0.5) should theoretically be on
average at least the double of the cost incurred by the
altruist. Altruism towards neighbours may evolve in populations characterized by limited dispersal (Hamilton
1964; Queller 1992) or those with kin recognition. Thus,
cooperative behaviour among kin should occur in salmon
natural habitat only if the proximity of kin is stable over a
period of time despite the opportunity for dispersal.
Many studies of kin recognition have been conducted in
artificial conditions and may or may not indicate that kin
recognition is important in nature (Fletcher & Michener
1987). A major obstacle in conducting such studies in a
natural habitat is the difficulty of estimating genetic relatedness among individuals of unknown pedigree (Blouin
et al. 1996). The recent discovery of DNA microsatellites
makes possible studies of parentage and kinship in the
natural habitat. Microsatellites are hypervariable specific
regions of genomic DNA composed of a variable number
of tandem repetitions (VNTR) of two, three or four
nucleotides, flanked by nonrepetitive DNA (Nakamura
et al. 1987; Litt & Lutty 1989; Tautz 1989). Blouin et al.
(1996) demonstrated the ability of microsatellites to discriminate unrelated individuals from full-sibs with at least
97% accuracy. However, attaining this level of accuracy
necessitates using a large number of microsatellite loci.
The major objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that juvenile Atlantic salmon kin occupy adjacent
territories in their natural habitat. Microsatellites were
used to establish the relatedness of salmon fry and parr
(juveniles in their second or third summer of life)
captured on adjacent territories.

Materials and methods
Field work
Field work was conducted on the TrinitŽ River, situated
on the north shore of the St Lawrence River, supporting a

run of ≈ 2000 adults per year (Caron et al. 1992). Juvenile
salmon were sampled with a diver-operated electrofishing device (James et al. 1987) modified to run on a generator mounted on a backpack. This system produces a local
electric field and permits a diver to capture parr or fry in
shallow water directly on their territories without disturbing adjacent individuals.
Five areas of 100 m2 (5 × 20 m) were sampled. A diver
moving upstream, followed by an assistant carrying the
generator/backpack, captured all juvenile salmon
encountered in the area. The position of each fish was
marked immediately after capture with a numbered lead
marker. After the capture of all fish in the sampling area,
we mapped the positions of the lead markers corresponding to the territories of individual fish. To do so simply in
the field, we measured distances among markers to create
a mosaic of juxtaposed triangles. The juxtaposition of all
triangles, using a simple graphics program (CORELDRAW),
permitted the geographical position of every individual
to be established in each 5 × 20 m area. Sampled fish were
frozen in liquid nitrogen within 90 min of capture. In the
laboratory, fish were weighed (± 0.005 g), measured
(0.05 mm) and their DNA extracted using a standard phenolÐchloroform protocol (Sambrook et al. 1989).
Fry and parr were sampled in two kinds of habitat due
to their different habitat requirements. Three areas in the
main stem of the river (designated 1, 2 and 3) were sampled 1 week before the emergence of fry in habitat characterized by heterogeneous substrate sizes (10 cm to 1 m)
and relatively strong currents that corresponded to the
highest density of parr. Two additional areas (designated
4 and 5) were sampled in typical spawning habitat characterized by small substrate sizes (5Ð20 cm) and shallow
depths that corresponded to the highest density of fry.
The first sampling of fry occurred at emergence (end of
June). As yolk-sac fry remain in the gravel in the vicinity
of the redd for ≈ 15Ð20 days following hatching, sibs and
half-sibs should be most clustered at emergence, possibly
reflecting limited dispersal rather than deliberate association. Nevertheless, sampling immediately after emergence served as a test of our ability to identify kin. Fry
were again sampled 10 days later.
High densities of juvenile fish indicated high-quality
habitat that may be associated with a high rate of agonistic behaviour among juveniles to maintain their territories. We presumed that biased distributions among
related parr and fry would be most evident in these habitats (Brown & Brown 1993a;b).

Microsatellite protocol
Due to their high number of alleles and high heterozygosity, microsatellites and minisatellites are the best tools to
determine relatedness of individuals in the absence of
© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd, Molecular Ecology, 8, 189Ð198
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information on pedigree (Blouin et al. 1996). These characteristics influence directly the probability that two individuals share, by chance, a certain number of alleles and
the probability of falsely classifying individuals as unrelated or related. This probability can be reduced by using
highly variable microsatellites or by adding additional
microsatellites as they become available. In this study, we
used four polymorphic, yet easy-to-score, microsatellites
to avoid any ambiguities in scoring gels. Microsatellites
with tetranucleotide repetitions provided the least
ambiguous results.
Genetic relatedness between individuals was analysed
on the basis of alleles detected at four microsatellite loci.
Pairs of primers composed of complementary DNA of the
flanking regions were used to amplify the microsatellites
Ssa202, 197, 171 (OÕReilly et al. 1996) and SSOSL85 (Slettan
et al. 1995) loci using PCR. The PCR reactions were performed in 10 mL volumes: 1 mL of buffer (Boehringer
Mannheim), 200 mM for each dNTP, 0.5 U Taq, 4.5 pmol
and 0.5 pmol end-labelled (α32P) of one primer, 5 pmol of
the other primer, ≈ 60 ng of DNA and water to a volume of
10 mL. All PCR amplification cycles were preceded with
5 min of denaturation (94 ¡C) and ended with an extension (72 ¡C) of 10 min. The denaturing/annealing(x-temperature)/extension cycle times were 30/30(58 ¡C)/30 s,
respectively. The SSCSL85 PCR conditions are available in
Slettan et al. (1995). The reaction products were resolved
on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide sequencing gel visualized by autoradiography. The allelic size of PCR products was determined by comparison with a standard M13
sequence (USB, Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA Sequencing
Kit). All microsatellites were highly polymorphic. The Ssa
loci can be amplified in the same reaction and electrophoresed together on the same gel. However, we ran
locus Ssa171 separately for clearer results.
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Statistical analysis
Expected heterozygosity (HE), allelic correlation within
individuals (FIS, Wright 1951), departure from
HardyÐWeinberg equilibrium and genotypic linkage disequilibrium for each locus of the population were calculated using the GENEPOP computer package version 1.2
(Raymond & Rousset 1995). To test the alternative
hypotheses of deficiency or excess of heterozygotes, this
program uses the Markov chain method to obtain unbiased estimates of the exact Fisher test (1000 iterations).
We calculated the coefficient of relatedness (rxy) between
the members of all possible pairs (dyads) of fish within a
sampling area according to the method of Queller &
Goodnight (1989) using the allele frequencies observed in
the TrinitŽ population (reported in Fontaine et al. 1997). No
statistical relationship was observed between rxy and the
geographical distance separating pairs of fish (data not
shown). We thus proceeded to quantify all pairs of fish in
each sampling area as unrelated, half-sibs or full-sibs using
the protocol and program of Blouin et al. (1996). The identification of half-sibs was important given the high level of
multiple paternity in wild Atlantic salmon (see the
Discussion). We then determined whether pairs of fish classified as full-sibs occupied adjacent territories.
Using the observed allelic frequency distributions
observed in the river, we randomly generated 10 000 pairs
of unrelated individuals, 10 000 pairs of half-sibs and
10 000 pairs of full-sibs (Fig. 1). These simulated distributions were used to assign all pairs of sampled juvenile
salmon to one of the three types of relationship. Increasing
the number and variability of loci used will reduce the
overlap of these theoretical distributions due to the lower
probability that two unrelated individuals share common
alleles or that two related individuals do not share alleles.

Fig. 1 Theoretical distribution of rxy
values from 10 000 unrelated, half-sib and
full-sib dyads. Means and standard
deviation were 0.050 ± 0.17, 0.248 ± 0.19
and 0.497 ± 0.21, respectively.
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To determine the probability that a pair of fish (dyad) of
one type of relationship would be misclassified as belonging to some other type of relationship, we used the midpoint between the means of any two simulated
distributions of rxy (unrelated vs. full-sibs, half-sibs vs.
full-sibs), as the threshold value for classification (Blouin
et al. 1996). These threshold values were rxy = 0.25
between unrelated and full-sibs and rxy = 0.38 between
half-sibs and full-sibs. For example, to distinguish unrelated dyads and full-sib dyads, a dyad that falls to the
right of the threshold value of 0.25 would be classified as
belonging to the full-sib category (Fig. 2). The percentage
of randomly generated unrelated dyads falling to the
right of the threshold value is the empirically determined
type I error and the percentage of randomly generated
full-sibs that fall to the left of the threshold value is the
type II error (Fig. 2).
In distinguishing unrelated and full-sibs, the threshold
value of 0.25 resulted in an unacceptably high type I error
(≈ 10%, see the Results). In order to reduce the number of
unrelated pairs misclassified as full-sibs, we increased the
threshold value in order to create type I errors of 5%
(rxy = 0.31) and 1% (rxy = 0.47). A threshold value of 0.47
was also used to estimate the probability of false inclusion
of half-sib dyads as full-sib dyads (type I error) at the
most conservative threshold level used to distinguish
unrelated and full-sib dyads.
By reducing the level of type I error, we increased the
level of type II error and would thus misclassify a certain
number of full-sib dyads as unrelated. In order to minimize type II error, we reconstructed the family structure
of dyads classified as full-sibs by adding nonselected
dyads if they respected the following condition: two individuals A and B were considered to be kin, even if their rxy
value was lower than the threshold, if both shared a common sib C within a selected dyad (rxy higher than the

threshold) (Rico et al. 1992). A second reason for reconstructing families was to determine the most acceptable
threshold value to determine full-sib dyads. If we consider that members of the reconstructed family are fullsibs, the mean rxy of all pairwise comparisons inside
full-sib groups should tend towards a value of 0.5.
However, if the level of misclassification in the family
groups is high due to the false inclusion of unrelated or
half-sib dyads, this should reduce the mean value of rxy
towards zero. Considering the possibility that unrelated
and particularly half-sibs may be present in the reconstructed family groups, principally in the case of the
lower threshold values, a mean rxy value was calculated
for these new family groups to assess the effect of misclassification and to determine the most acceptable threshold
for identifying full-sib dyads.
Finally, we tested whether fish of the same age class
classified as kin were bigger than pairs of nonrelated fish.
Although increased growth rate is but one of the functional advantages of defending territories adjacent to kin
(Brown & Brown 1993b; 1996a), it is the simplest and most
direct method of detecting the beneficial effects of kin
recognition.

Results
The four loci used were highly variable as revealed by levels of heterozygosity which ranged from 0.81 to 0.94. FIS
values were low and no loci showed significant departures from HardyÐWeinberg equilibria (Table 1) or genotypic linkage disequilibrium. These results showed the
absence of assortative mating, subdivision or dependent
segregating loci in our system.
The rxy values of randomly generated pairs of unrelated,
half-sibs and sibs are shown in Fig. 1. The mean values of
r for the unrelated, half-sibs and sibs were 0.005, 0.248

Fig. 2 Example of the criterion of false
inclusion rate of unrelated as full-sibs
(type I error) or full-sibs as unrelated (type
II error). The threshold value
corresponding to rxy (1) is the midpoint
between the means of the theoretical
distributions of both categories. The
thresholds rxy (2) and (3) were set to
reduce the probability of false inclusions
of unrelated as full-sibs (type I error) at 5%
and 1%, respectively. All thresholds values
are shown in Table 2. Modified from
Blouin et al. (1996).
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Table 1 Expected heterozygosity (HE), fixation index (FIS) and HardyÐWeinberg equilibrium (P-values) for all areas and loci
Loci
Ssa171

Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Mean

Ssa197

Ssa202

Ssosl85

n

HE

FIS

H-W (P)

HE

FIS

H-W (P)

HE

FIS

H-W (P)

HE

FIS

H-W (P)

16
16
13
71
47

0.94
0.94
0.96
0.94
0.91
0.94

Ð 0.07
Ð 0.14
Ð 0.04
Ð 0.01
Ð 0.02
Ð 0.27

0.54
0.08
0.12
0.31
0.32
0.13

0.83
0.86
0.84
0.88
0.88
0.86

0.04
0.13
0.09
0.01
0.03
0.06

0.68
0.38
0.52
0.98
0.08
0.54

0.83
0.92
0.79
0.88
0.88
0.86

Ð 0.09
Ð 0.12
Ð 0.06
Ð 0.03
Ð 0.04
Ð 0.02

0.74
0.13
0.97
0.53
0.41
0.66

0.83
0.85
0.79
0.85
0.75
0.81

Ð 0.06
Ð 0.19
Ð 0.23
Ð 0.04
Ð 0.07
Ð 0.08

0.61
0.07
0.38
0.27
0.06
0.27

and 0.497, respectively, and agree with theoretical distributions (Queller & Goodnight 1989; Blouin et al. 1996).

Numbers of kin
The r-values were calculated only between parr of the
same age class due to the presence of different cohorts in
the same area. The numbers of pairs of fish classified as
kin after applying the different threshold values are presented in Table 2. Only area 3 had a dyad of related parr
(1-year old or greater) identified at all the threshold values. Twenty-eight dyads of fry in area 4 and 16 in area 5
had higher r-values than the most conservative threshold
(rxy = 0.47, type I error (unrelated as full-sib) = 1% (halfsib as full-sibs) = 13.6%). The observed distributions of r
are represented in Fig. 3. The theoretical distribution of rxy
of unrelated dyads (Fig. 1) and the observed distributions
of rxy calculated for parr and fry dyads (Fig. 3) were similar with a mean around zero. However, the skewed shape
of the distribution of observed rxy values for fry dyads to

the right indicates a greater incidence of relatives among
fry than parr.
In the areas where fry were captured, a large number of
dyads were classified as kin at different threshold values.
We reconstructed families from dyads identified at the
more-conservative threshold levels. The threshold of 5%
probability of false inclusion of unrelated fish as full-sibs
(type I error) created large family groups with a mean rxy
of 0. This indicates that a large number of unrelated individuals were included in the reconstructed families and,
thus, this threshold was rejected. The reconstructed family groups from the highest threshold of rxy = 0.47 (1%
type I error) had a mean r-value of 0.40 (Table 3). We kept
this most-conservative threshold to identify family
groups. Therefore, even if the rate of false inclusion of
full-sibs as unrelated (type II error) is high (42.1%) using
this threshold, the incorporation of nonselected dyads in
reconstructed family groups decreased the probability of
type 2 error by increasing the number of related dyads in
areas 4 and 5 by 93% and 112%, respectively (Table 3). We

Table 2 Percentage of error of type 1 and 2 and number of dyads (n(n Ð 1)/2) classified as kin (yearly age classes 0Ð3+) according to
thresholds of the different scenarios. The threshold values were calculated as the midpoint between the means of the simulated distributions of rxy of unrelated and full-sibs (1), the rxy value where the proportion of error of type 1 was 5% (2), and the rxy value where the proportion of error of type 1 was 1% (3). Finally, the threshold level between half-sibs and full-sibs was set at the most-conservative threshold
level of rxy (0.47) used to distinguish unrelated and full-sib dyads (4). n is the number of each age class sampled at each of the five sites (A1
to A5). The mean value rxy is given for the total of dyads of the different age classes
A1
Scenario
(1) U v/s S
(2) U v/s S
(3) U v/s S
(4) H v/s S
n
Dyads
Mean rxy

Threshold
rxy

% of error
Type (1); (2)

0.25
0.31
0.47
0.47

10.3; 13.5
5.0; 19.9
1.0; 42.1
13.6; 42.1

1+

A2
2+

2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
5
9
10
36
0.10 0.00
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A3

A4

A5

3+

1+

2+

1+

2+

0+

0+

1+

0
0
0
0
2
1
0.04

0
0
0
0
6
15
0.00

5
1
0
0
9
36
0.00

3
1
1
1
7
21
0.07

1
0
0
0
5
10
0.02

322
167
28
28
71
2485
0.04

108
2
74
1
16
0
16
0
36
9
630
36
0.06 0.06

2+
0
0
0
0
2
1
0.08
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Fig. 3 Mean distribution of rxy values
from all dyads of parr (areas 1Ð5) and fry
(areas 4 and 5).

cludes the analysis of aggregation to assess whether sibs
are clustered.
However, some related fry in area 5 were identified as
potential neighbours as no intervening fish separated
them and we tested whether these fish grew more
quickly than pairs of nonrelated fish. The mean weight
(0.27 ± 0.02 g) and length (30.6 ± 1.2 mm) of the 10 related
dyads composed of neighbours were not significantly
different from that of 10 randomly selected dyads composed of unrelated neighbours (0.27 ± 0.03 g;
30.4 ± 1.5 mm) (Table 4). This suggests no detectable
advantage at these ages associated with having kin for
neighbours. Only four pairs of parr, in areas 1, 2 and 3,
were identified as related with a threshold value corresponding to the 5% probability of false inclusion of unrelated as full-sibs (type I error) and just one in the area 3
for the 1% level of probability. A distance of more than
4 m separated the pair identified as full-sibs at a threshold of 5% of false inclusion, and a distance of 17.8 m for
the dyad identified as full-sibs at a threshold fixed of 1%.
No overlapping or juxtaposition among territories of

thus recovered most of the full-sib dyads that were misclassified before family reconstruction. The level of r from
these reconstructed family groups (0.4) was lower than
the theoretical mean value of 0.5 for full-sibs. This probably reflects the presence of half-sibs in the reconstructed
family groups caused by the 13.6% misclassification rate
of half-sibs as full-sibs at the rxy = 0.47 threshold.

Spatial distribution of kin
Fifty-four per cent (38 of 71 fry) and 56% (20 of 36 fry) of
all fry sampled were involved in kin groups in areas 4 and
5, respectively (Table 3). In area 4, the 38 related fry were
composed of six family groups of three or more fry and
six related pairs, for a total of 12 families. In area 5, the 20
related fry dyads were composed of three family groups
of three or more fry and two related pairs, for a total of
five families (Table 4). However, the family groups of fry
were not predominantly located in adjacent territories
suggesting that distributions were not based on kin relationships (Fig. 4a,b). The low number of sibs detected pre-

Table 3 Families of fry composed of three or more members (F) and the number of related pairs found in areas 4 and 5 with coefficient of
relatedness higher than the threshold of rxy = 0.47 (1% of type I error). New nonselected dyads were added to a family if they respected the
following condition: two individuals were considered as kin if both shared the same brother in a selected dyad (rxy > 0.47)
A4

F1
No. of dyads rxy > 0.47
New dyads added
No. of fry implicated
Mean of rxy

A5

F2

7
5
8
10
6
6
0.39 0.32

F3

F4

F5

F6

3
3
4
0.46

3
3
4
0.41

2
1
3
0.40

2
1
3
0.53

Related
pairs

Total

F1

F2

F3

6
Ð
12

28
26
38

6
9
6
0.33

4
6
5
0.33

3
3
4
0.44

Related
pairs

Total

2
Ð
4

15
18
20
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Table 4 Number of reconstructed families in areas 4 and 5, the
total numbers of related dyads included in these families and the
number of those involving neighbours (see Fig. 4a,b)

Area
of fry

No. of
families

No. of related
dyads

No. of
related dyads that
were neighbours

4
5

12
5

54
33

1
7
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these fish was possible. Their spatial position, the heterogeneity of the substrate, territory sizes of ≈ 1 m2 (Keeley
& Grant 1995) and the presence of other parr among them
offered little chance of interaction among kin.

Discussion
The results of this study did not reveal kin-biased distribution among juveniles of Atlantic salmon sampled in
their natural habitat. Despite previous experimental

Fig. 4 (a) Fry distribution in area 4. Symbols indicate the kin relationship (r > 0.47) among members of the different reconstructed families
(F) or related dyads (D) which are composed of three or more individuals and of two fry, respectively (see Table 3). Dots are individuals
not related to any other fry. Full sibs connected by lines are those considered to be neighbours. (b). Fry distribution in area 5. Symbols are
associated to the kin relationship (r > 0.47) among members of the different reconstructed families (F) or related dyads (D) which are composed of three or more individuals and of two fry, respectively (see Table 3). Dots are individuals not related to any other fry. Full-sibs connected by lines are those considered to be neighbours.
© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd, Molecular Ecology, 8, 189Ð198
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demonstrations of kin discrimination in Atlantic salmon
and of the fitness benefits associated with establishing territories next to kin (Brown & Brown 1996a), we found little evidence of siblings defending adjacent territories.
From the 166 possible dyads of parr, only one satisfied the
criterion for full-sibs with a coefficient of relatedness of
0.65. The great distance between the two parr did not
meet the essential requirement of proximity needed to
benefit from the advantages of kin-biased behaviour.
Although 12 family groups were identified among fry in
area 4, little kin-biased distribution was seen immediately
following emergence despite the identification of many
related individuals. In addition, neither the weight nor
the length of the few neighbouring kin differed significantly from that of unrelated neighbours occupying the
same habitat.
It is unlikely that the lack of relatedness seen among the
great majority of neighbouring salmon parr was due to
the inability of our procedures to detect siblings. One
objective of sampling fry immediately after emergence
was to test our ability to detect kin because family groups
would be clustered relatively close to their natal redds at
this time. The high proportion of fry dyads identified as
kin-related confirmed the ability of our procedures to
identify full-sibs despite the small number of microsatellites and the use of a conservative value of the coefficient
of relatedness to minimize the classification of unrelated
fish as full-sibs. The high probability of type II error (42%)
that resulted from using a high threshold value to minimize type I error was corrected by recovering kin-related
dyads through the process of family reconstruction.
We propose three factors that may account for the difference between the findings of Brown & Brown (1996b)
and the results presented here: (i) critical biotic and abiotic differences between natural and artificial habitats; (ii)
specific environmental conditions that influence the distribution and abundance of fish; and (iii) the presence of a
high proportion of half-sibs in natural populations which
reduces the fitness benefits of cooperative behaviour by
lowering the coefficient of relatedness.
Artificial habitats may engender biological phenomena
that may be relatively rare in the natural environment.
The limited movements of fish confined to stream channels at high densities will artificially increase the number
of aggressive interactions between fish. Based on a regression between fish length and territory size (Keeley &
Grant 1995), we calculated the territory size normally
occupied by the number and size of parr used in the two
experiments of Brown & Brown (1993b, 1996a). The total
territory size calculated for the parr in these two experiments was 0.45 m2 and 10.52 m2. However, the experimental stream tanks measured 0.53 m2 and 1.12 m2
resulting in occupation rates of 85% and 99%, respectively, values much higher than generally found in nature.

Salmon juveniles generally occupy less than 20% of the
available area in nature (Allen 1969). In the present study,
only 5% of the sampled areas was occupied by juvenile
salmon. This will surely influence the frequency of
aggressive behaviours, which was higher than 90 per
hour in Brown & BrownÕs (1993b) study in comparison to
8 per hour observed in natural habitat (Keeley & Grant
1995). High densities of fish in artificial conditions may
thus amplify differences in the frequency of aggressive
behaviour, and thus growth, between kin and non-kin
groups which may not operate in natural habitat. Finally,
the relatively short duration of controlled experiments
conducted in the confines of a stream tank greatly limits
the potential for dispersal that dominates the fluvial environment. The physical force of dispersion most surely acts
to separate siblings following emergence. This was
reflected in our data as the vast majority of related dyads
and families were observed among fry shortly after emergence with few identified amongst older parr (Table 2).
It seems plausible that the selective advantage of kinbiased distribution may only be manifest under specific
sets of environmental conditions. Habitats such as tributaries or small streams may offer conditions of high density and low dispersal that are more conducive to the
establishment of kin-biased distribution than the lowdensity, highly dispersive environment of larger rivers. In
addition, the relatively low numbers of spawning fish in
small streams may result in the production of large numbers of individuals from relatively few families, thus
increasing the probability of the occurrence of neighbouring kin. Thus, the nature of kin recognition in salmon may
be context dependent (Waldman 1988), reflecting a conserved adaptation that is expressed in particular conditions of density, dispersal and genetic diversity and that
suffers no negative selection if not expressed. Studies of
kin distribution should be conducted in other populations
to provide insight into the selective pressure associated
with the evolution of kin recognition in different and fluctuating environments (Blaustein 1987).
The complex life history of the Atlantic salmon tends to
create large numbers of half-sibs. Dominant anadromous
males may fertilize several nests made by several different females. One female may deposit eggs in several
nests, reproducing with several anadromous males. The
participation of precocious male parr in reproduction is
not negligible with up to 20% of the eggs in a nest fertilized by several precocious parr (Hutchings & Myers 1988;
Mor‡n et al. 1996; Thomaz et al. 1997; P. M. Fontaine et al.,
unpublished). The coefficient of relatedness of half-sibs is,
on average, 0.25 in comparison to 0.50 for full-sibs. Thus,
the benefit in fitness gained by the recipient of the altruistic act should be on average at least four-times greater
than the cost incurred by the altruist, twice that in the case
of full-sibs. Finally, although some studies have revealed
© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd, Molecular Ecology, 8, 189Ð198
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a capacity of animals to discriminate half-sibs (coho
salmon, Quinn & Busack 1985; frog tadpoles, Blaustein &
O′Hara 1982; ground squirrels, Holmes & Sherman 1982),
we do not know if this occurs in Atlantic salmon. To conclude, our results do not disprove the existence of kin
recognition and its potential benefits as revealed in laboratory conditions. However, they provide evidence that
the advantage of such behaviours may be limited in
nature due to environmental and demographic conditions
that influence fish density, the dispersal of relatives and
their degree of relatedness.
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